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1. Introduction. Principles in diverse areas of mathematics have been 
proven equivalent to the axiom of choice, AC. The same can be said of 
the prime ideal theorem for Boolean algebras, PL AC is independent 
of PI by [2]. The Hahn Banach theorem, HB, is a consequence of PI [3], 
[7] and also has some surprising equivalent forms [4]. 

THEOREM 1. PI is independent of HB in (the usual) ZF set theory. 

The Krein Milman theorem, KM, is a consequence of AC and 
PI + KM -» AC.1 This, together with the result of [1], shows HB + 
VKM -* AC where VKM is a strengthened version of KM. Let ZFA 
be the weakening of ZF to permit the existence of a set of atoms. 

THEOREM 2. AC is independent of HB + KM in ZFA. 

It is open whether ZF can replace ZFA in Theorem 2. We are grateful 
to W.A.J. Luxemburg who helped state these results in their present 
form. 

2. The model with atoms. We use the original permutation model of 
Fraenkel. This model, and variants of it, is discussed by Mostowski 
in [5]. We do not give the construction of the model here. Instead we 
list some statements which are true in the model and base our sub
sequent arguments on these statements. The statements follow easily 
from observations of [5] and [6]. 

1. The axioms of ZFA hold. 
2. There is a function P on co such that the Pt are mutually disjoint 

pairs and K = U t eœ Pt is the set of atoms. 
3. There is a relationV(n, x), also written xe V„, which satisfies: 
(a) Every set is in some V„, n e co. 
(b) Each Vw contains all ordinals, the function P, and the members of 
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(c) If y is definable from parameters inVn, then ye Vn. 
(d) If m < n then Vm cz Vw and Vmr\Pn = 0 . 
(e) If y cz V„ and y is a set then y e Vw. 
4. There is a relation T(Q, a, x) such that if 6 is a choice function on 

{pi}i<n then TQ = {(a, x): T(Q, a, x)} is a 1:1 function from the ordinals 
ontoVn. 

We now argue in the model from 1-4. 
PI is false. 

PROOF. PI implies the ordering principle which implies choice for 
pairs. On the other hand, as is shown in [5], choice for pairs is false. 
We can see this since a choice function, g, on {PjI6ft, must be in some V„. 
g(Pn+1) is a member of Pn+l defined from parameters (g, P, and n+ 1) 
inV„, contradicting 3(c) and (d). 

LEMMA 1. Let (X, +,*) be a real vector space with ( I , + , * ) G V „ . 
Let f:X nV„ -» R be a linear functional, f has a unique extention to a 
linear functional g:X -* R such that gfeV„. 

PROOF. Notice that I n Vm is a subspace of X for m ^ n. If 
x, y e X n Vm and c,de R then e x + d-y is defined from parameters 
in Vn. Since n ^ m -• Vn e Vm it suffices by induction to show that ƒ 
has a unique extention in V„ to X n Vn+1. 

Let [x]w denote the intersection of all sets in Vw which contain x. 
[x]n e Vw using 3(e). If x e Vw + x then [x]n has at most two elements since, 
for some choice function Q0 on {Pi}i<n and some a, 

5 = {TQ(a):Domg = { P J K . + I A Q 3 Qo} 

is a term of the intersection. By 3(c) x e V „ ^ [x]w = {x} so it is clear 
that for any ôo on {Pi}i<n there is some a such that [x]n has the form Ô. 

Define *: Vw + 1-> Vw+1 by x* = x for xe VM and x*e[x]w - {x} 
otherwise. If x9ye Vw+1 then xej>-»x*e;y* since otherwise there are 
a and ƒ? such that some member of Pn is defined as: "That aePn such 
that TQoU(pM>a)(a)€TQoU(pma)(jS)." Manifestly x** = x so * is an s auto
morphism of Vn+ x with fixed subclass V„. * is therefore an automorphism 
o f ! n V w + 1 . Also g(x) = 0(x*) for any real valued function geVn on 
X n V n + 1 . 

Uniqueness ofg. If xe X n V n + 1 then (x + x*)* = x* + x** = x* + x = 
x + x* and x + x*eVw. If #eVw is a linear extension of f:g(x) = 
i(0(*) + m = Mx) + g(x*)) = 0(i(x + x*)) - ƒ (i(x + x*)). 

Existence of g. Define gr(x) = ƒ(£(x + x*)). / e V w by 3(e) and 
£(x -f x*) depends only on [x]w so g e Vw. 
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g(cx + dy) = f (fax + dy + (ex + dy)*)) 

= f (fax + dy + ex* + dy*)) 

= f(c(fa + x*)) + d(fa + y*))) 

= cf(fa + **)) + df(fa + y*)) 
= c#(x) + dg(y). 

LEMMA 2. ƒ£ in Lemma 1, | ƒ | ^ p for a sublinear positively homogeneous 
functional p on X with peV„, then \g\ ^ p. 

PROOF. Again by induction from n to n + 1, 

|»(x)| = I f (fa + **))| S P(fa + x*)) = ip(x + x*) 

^ i(p(x) + p(x*)) = i(p(x) + p(x)) = p(x). 

p(x*) = p(x), since peV n . 

PROOF. Let (X, +, •) be a vector space, let Y cz X be a subspace, let p 
be sublinear and positively homogeneous X -> R9 and let h : Y -» /? be 
linear and satisfy |/i| ^ p. Choose an n large enough so that V„ contains 
{X9+9-),Y,p9 and h. Let / = / i [ Y n V „ . Since I n V„ can be well 
ordered there is an extension ƒ * of ƒ to X n VM which satisfies | ƒ *| ^ p 
(this is the usual HB). By Lemmas 1 and 2, there is an extension g of/* 
to X with geVn and |g| ^ p. g\Yis in Vw and agrees with ft on 7nV„. 
Thus g\Y= h by uniqueness and HB is proved. 

KM is true. 
PROOF. In view of HB, and the usual proof of KM, we need only 

show that a convex, compact, nonempty set in a locally convex vector 
space has an extreme point. Note that if (X9 + , -, 2T) is locally convex, 
0 # C c l convex and compact, and both are in V„ then C nVn ^ 0. 
Inductively if CnVM + 1 # 0 and x e C n V„+1then£(x + x*)eCnV„. 

Define, as usual, a facet 0 # F <= C to be compact, convex, and 
satisfy 

(fa + y)eF"A x9yeC)^>x9yeF. 

The family of facets inVm, m ^ n, satisfy the hypotheses of Zorn's lemma 
by 3(e), since a nested family of nonempty compact sets has the finite 
intersection property. Vm is well orderable so there is a facet of C which 
is minimal among those inVm. 

If F is a Vw -minimal facet of C we have noted that F n Vm # 0 . 
We now remark that F n Vm is a singleton. Two points in F n Vm can 
be separated by a linear functional which, by our proof of HB, will be in 
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Vm. This functional takes its maximum on a proper subfacet of F by 
the usual proof of KM. The subfacet will be in Vm by 3(c), a contradiction. 

Using a well ordering of V„ we choose sets #"w = [F]n for m > n 
such that F is a Vm -minimal facet of C and, for m > n, a subfacet of a 
member of !Fm-i. Every Ge^m has the same property as F; otherwise 
one could find a smaller Vw -set containing F. Similarly every F e 2Fm 

has a subfacet in 3Pm+1. !Fm is finite, in fact, \^m\ ^ 2m~tt as in Lemma 1. 
The sequence {[j^m}m^n is a decreasing sequence of nonempty 

compact sets. Let y be in its intersection. We claim that 

p| {F:yeFA(3m)(Fe^m)}={y} 

If z is also in this intersection let m be large enough so that y,zeS7m. 
y and z are both in some facet, F, of ^ m so y9zeF nVm and, as was 
remarked, y — z. Thus {y} is an intersection of facets so {y} is a facet 
and y is extremal. 

3. Sketch of the ZF model. The model with atoms is embedded into 
a ZF model according to Theorem 4.2 of [6]. Using ideas of [2] and [6] 
we can show that the following statements hold in the model. 1 holds 
with ZFA replaced by ZF. 2 holds, but K is no longer a set of atoms. 
3(a),(b),(c), and (d) hold. The following modification of 4 holds. 

4'. TQ (as in 4) is a function on the class of Boolean algebras, 
& = (B, ~,A) with ^ e V „ a n d B c Vw. For each such 0i9 TQ(âS) is a 
prime ideal ofâS inVw. 

PI is proven false as in §2. The use of 3(e) must be circumvented in 
the proof of HB. Let X9+9-9p9Y9 and ƒ be as in the hypotheses of HB 
and assume that these are all in some Vw. Inductively the problem boils 
down to extending ƒ canonically from Y to Y + (X n Vm) for m ^ n. 
The idea is to use 4' to associate to each Q (extending a fixed Q0 for 
{Pi}i<t) a*1 extention gQ. The dependence on Q is removed by con-
( l /2m - )I e = eo0Q. 

4' can be used as in [3] to extend ƒ on 7nVm to gQ on X n Vw. The 
problem is to be sure that gQ continues to satisfy \gQ\ ^ p when extended 
to Y+ (X n Vm). The usual proof of HB gives functions /^ and \i2 on X 
such that for an arbitrary linear functional g 3 ƒ, \g\ ^ p on Sp(x) + Y 
if and only if jn^x) ^ #(x) ^ A^M- A careful use of the methods of [3] 
will guarantee that gQ satisfies /^ ^ ^ / i 2 o n I n V r This proves HB. 

The falsity of KM in our ZF model can easily be deduced from the 
falsity of KM in the model of [2], which, in turn, follows from PI + KM -• 
AC. If Theorem 2 is to be extended to ZF a different model is necessary. 
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